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What are logical fallacies?

Logical fallacy: a mistake in the reasoning from one proposition to 

the next, causing a faulty argument [AlMossawi, 2014]

A broad category of violations of argumentation norms, including 

structure, consistency, clarity, order, relevance, & completeness

Can be formal (structure) or informal (content)

Sourati, Z., Venkatesh, V.P.P., Deshpande, D., Rawlani, H., Ilievski, F., Sandlin, H.Â. and Mermoud, A., 2023. Robust and explainable 
identification of logical fallacies in natural language arguments. Knowledge-Based Systems.



What are informal fallacies?

A flaw in the substance (content / context) of an argument

Example: ad hominem (attacking the opponent’s character or 

personal traits)

I don't care what your arguments are; you are using Mickey 

Mouse tactics. The arguments you give are simply tacky.

Appear to be misleadingly correct, hence seductive and persuasive

Additional material: Hansen, Hans, "Fallacies", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2023 Edition), 
Edward N. Zalta & Uri Nodelman (eds.), https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2023/entries/fallacies/ 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2023/entries/fallacies/




-Wikipedia?
-Causality of 

depression and 
alcoholic drinks?
-Fallacy types?

...



-Wikipedia?
-Causality of 

depression and 
alcoholic drinks?
-Fallacy types?

...

Lack of sufficient evidence 
to support the claim!



Why automatic fallacy identification?

Fallacies have long been discussed in philosophy, from Aristotle 

to Copi and Barker

Identifying informal fallacies is a subtle task, requires flexible 

abstraction of information - many violation types and classes!

Almost no computational work on informal fallacy identification 

LMs struggle with this task [Jin et al., 2022]



Research goal:

Can we build NeSy methods for robust and 

explainable identification of logical 

fallacies in natural language arguments?



Our taxonomy of logical fallacies

Coarse - grained

Fine - grained



Task definition

There is definitely a 
link between 

depression and 
alcoholic drinks. I 

read it on Wikipedia.

Yes

Logical 
fallacy!?

Category 
(coarse - 
grained)? Fallacy of 

Defective 
Induction

Which fallacy 
(fine-grained)?

Fallacy of 
Credibility



NeSy framework for fallacy identification

Reasoning method Knowledge injection Training enhancement

Knowledge - 
enhanced LMs 

Case - based 
reasoning

Commonsense 
knowledge

Argument analytics

Data augmentation

Curriculum learning



Instance-based reasoning with LMs

Sourati Z, Ilievski F, Sandlin HÂ, Mermoud A. Case-based reasoning with language models for classification of logical fallacies. 2023. 
IJCAI



Prototype-based reasoning



Knowledge - 
enhanced LM 

reasoner 
(K-BERT with 

commonsense 
knowledge)



Knowledge injection: Argument analytics

Sourati Z, Ilievski F, Sandlin HÂ, Mermoud A. Case-based reasoning with language models for classification of logical fallacies. 2023. 
IJCAI



Training enhancement with 
curriculum learning



Instance-based reasoning 
outperforms the other methods

(in domain) (out of domain)

Out-of-domain performance still much lower than in-domain



Argument analytics improves 
instance-based reasoning performance

Sourati Z, Ilievski F, Sandlin HÂ, Mermoud A. Case-based reasoning with language models for classification of logical fallacies. 2023. 
IJCAI



Curriculum learning helps coarse- 
and fine-grained classification



Explaining by example

Sourati, Z., Venkatesh, V.P.P., Deshpande, D., Rawlani, H., Ilievski, F., Sandlin, H.Â. and Mermoud, A., 2023. Robust and explainable 
identification of logical fallacies in natural language arguments. Knowledge-Based Systems.

Bold means same class as the ground truth



Takeaways

Logical fallacy identification is an understudied AI 

challenge, while popular in social sciences

Instance-based reasoning, curriculum learning, and 

argument analytics improve the robustness of LMs

Further research on NeSy methods needed to build 

robust and explainable models



Thanks!
http://ilievski.info

f.ilievski@vu.nl



Towards comprehensive 
argument analytics

Gay people have 
traditionally been 

discriminated.

Pets are a different 
category from (gay) people.

Allowing marriage between 
people does not imply 

cross-species marriages.

Fallacy of faulty 
generalization, hate 

towards gay population.

Content 
moderators

If we allow gay people 
to get married, then the 
next thing you know 
people will be wanting 
to marry their pets!

Trustworthy 
AI

Collaborative:
User modeling

Adaptive:
Knowledge injection

Explainable:
Argument analytics

Responsible:
Moral foundations


